ABSTRACT

AIM: To detect macular findings in subjects with high axial myopia using spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) and to correlate these findings with refractive state, axial length and visual acuity.

METHODS: Observational case study involved 100 eyes of 60 subjects with high axial myopia. Spectral-domain-OCT was used to examine all eyes and scans were performed on vertical planes. The presence or absence of macular abnormalities was reported.

RESULTS: The findings in the studied 100 eyes were as follows: retinoschisis (6%), epiretinal membrane (6%), foveoschisis (2%), choroidal neovascular membrane (4%), partial posterior vitreous detachment (4%), macular scar (4%), combined (31%) and normal appearance (43%).

CONCLUSIONS: This study concluded that the macula in highly myopic eyes may be normal without any pathologic findings in 43% of cases and it may have one or more pathologic findings in 57% of cases. There is no specific macular finding for a given refractive state or axial length. Macular scar and CNV are associated with the worst visual acuity.
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INTRODUCTION

Myopia is the most common eye disorder and the complications of high myopia are contributing factor to blindness[1,2]. Although myopia can be easily managed with an appropriate optical correction, it is a risk factor for a number of retinal pathologies and one of the major causes of visual dysfunction, especially in patients with high myopia[3].

Pathologic or high myopia is defined as a refractive error of -6.00 diopters (D) or greater and an axial length exceeding 26 mm[4]. Pathologic myopia is associated with progressive elongation of the globe, which may be accompanied by degenerative changes in the sclera, choroid, Bruch’s membrane, retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), and neurosensory retina[5].

These findings consist of dehiscence of retinal layers known as retinoschisis, paravascular inner retinal cleavage, cysts and lamellar holes, peripapillary intrachoroidal cavitation, tractional internal...
limiting membrane detachment, macular holes (lamellar and full thickness), posterior retinal detachment, and choroidal neovascular membranes[3].

The early stages of myopic retinal changes can easily be underestimated by biomicroscopy, angiography or ultrasonography, and therefore remain undiagnosed[7].

Recently, OCT with its fine cross-sectional imagery of retinal structures has greatly facilitated the evaluation of posterior vitreoretinal anatomy in eyes with high myopia[3].

It can also reveal otherwise undetectable retinal changes in asymptomatic patients. Therefore, it provides information not readily available by conventional imaging techniques or fundus examination[7].

The aim of this study is to detect macular findings in subjects with high axial myopia using spectral domain optical coherence tomography and to correlate these findings with refractive state, axial length and visual acuity.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

This was an observational case study included 100 eyes of 60 subjects with high axial myopia carried out at the Department of Ophthalmology, Menoufia University, Egypt between August 2015 and August 2016. This study was approved by the ethical committee of the Menoufia University Hospital and it followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Inclusion criteria

Highly myopic patients with refractive error of -6.00 D or more and axial length exceeding 26 mm were included.

Exclusion criteria

Opaque media, previous eye surgeries or laser therapy, diabetes, hypertension, retinal vascular diseases, retinal pathologies other than high myopia & history of previous ocular trauma were excluded.

All patients underwent complete ophthalmic examination including: visual acuity (uncorrected & best corrected visual acuity), intraocular pressure measurements using Goldmann applanation tonometer, slit lamp biomicroscopy, dilated fundus examination by (+ 90 D fundus lens), estimation of the axial length by A-scan ultrasound biometry (Sonomed PacScan 300, Lake Success, NY, USA). The average of five measurements with a standard deviation ≤ 0.1 mm was taken as the axial length of the eye.

All patients underwent pupillary dilatation with tropicamide 1%. After pupillary dilatation, we performed multiple OCT scans across the macula. A (6 × 6 mm) area of the macular region centered on the fovea was examined using SD-OCT (Spectralis HRA + OCT; Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) (Spectralis software version 4.0). Volume scans were centered on the fovea of 25 sections (each with a distance of 200 μm). The eye tracking system of the device was used to ensure that the scanning had performed in the correct position. Horizontal scans were avoided to avoid bad scans at area of staphyloma. All scans were taken by one operator (A.I).

RESULTS

This was an observational case study included 100 eyes of 60 subjects (35 females (58.33%) and 25 males (41.66%)). The mean age was 44.45 ± 10.47 years (range, 20-69 years). All included patients had high myopia with refractive error ranged between -6.00 to -24.00 D (mean, -11.71 ± 4.17 D). The mean axial length was 28.72 ± 2.23 mm (range, 26.3 - 34 mm).

Table 1 No & % of OCT findings with standard deviation (SD), mean & range of best corrected visual acuity (BCVA), refraction and axial length (AL).

Table 2 Number of combined findings from total cases as standard deviation (SD), mean & range of best corrected visual acuity (BCVA), refraction and axial length (AL).

ERM: epiretinal membrane; PVD: partial vitreous detachment; CNV: choroidal neovascularization.
Figure 1 Retinoschisis in right eye of 49 years old patient.

Figure 2 Epiretinal membrane in right eye of 60 years old patient.

Figure 3 Choroidal neovascular membrane in right eye of 50 years old patient.

Figure 4 Partial posterior vitreous detachment in left eye of 69 years old patient.

Figure 5 Foveoschisis in left eye of 50 years old patient combined with myopic choroidal neovascular membrane and epiretinal membrane.

Figure 6 Macular scar in right eye of 48 years old patient.
The reported findings were as follows: myopic macular retinoschisis in 6 eyes (6%) (Figure 1), epiretinal membrane (ERM) in 6 eyes (6%) (Figure 2), myopic choroidal neovascularization (CNV) in 4 eyes (4%) (Figure 3), partial posterior vitreous detachment (PVD) in 4 eyes (4%) (Figure 4), foveoschisis in 2 eyes (2%) (Figure 5), myopic macular scars in 4 eyes (4%) (Figure 6), macular hole in 4 eyes (4%) (Figure 7), retinal detachment in 2 eyes (2%) (Figure 8), combined findings in 31 eyes (31%) (Figure 5, 7, 9) (Table 2) and normal appearance in 43 eyes (43%). Data was tabulated as number of findings and it’s percentage of total cases as (mean, range and standard deviation) of best corrected visual acuity (BCVA), spherical equivalent of refraction and axial length (AL) (Table 1).

DISCUSSION

Myopia is characterized by elongation of the axial length (AL). The mechanism is unknown, but several studies have reported that the process of AL elongation is slow and stable, except at the onset of myopia, when the AL has the fastest rate of change[8]. Excessive AL elongation leads to various kinds of high-myopia-related complications, such as lacquer crack formation, choroidal neovascularization, and chorioretinal atrophy[6]. Some macular diseases, such as macular holes and foveoschisis accompany high myopia and require vitreoretinal surgeries[9,10].

In this study, there was normal macular appearance in 43% of cases. These results were close to the work of Miyake et al[11] (who reported that 88 eyes out of 182 eyes (48.35%) had normal macular appearance) and the work of Lichtwitz et al[12] (who reported that 39 out of 87 eyes (44.8%) had normal macular appearance).

Retinoschisis was the most common abnormal macular finding in this study and this is also similar to the work of Miyake et al[11].

Close to our results, Gomaa AR and Abouhussein MA[13] (who used SD-OCT Heidelberg Spectralis, Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany and Cirrus HD-OCT Model 4000 - Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, California, USA) reported a number of macular abnormalities as follows: Macular retinoschisis in 33 eyes, Posterior sensory retinal detachment in two eyes and myopic CNV in 15 eyes. This is close to our results and this may be attributed to the same study population group (Egyptian population).

Viola et al[14] (who used SD-OCT Heidelberg Spectralis, Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) reported that foveal subretinal detachment was the most common macular abnormality found in 17 eyes (32.7%) followed by CNV in 13 eyes (25.0%) then extrafoveal schisis in 5 eyes (9.6%) and finally foveoschisis in 2 eyes (3.8%). The difference between our study and Viola et al study may be attributed to different population and less number of eyes in Viola et al work (52 eyes of 32 patients).

This study demonstrated that there is no specific macular finding for a given refractive state or axial length. Macular scar and CNV are associated with the worst visual acuity.
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